Installation Information for TSI-2WA Electronic Pulsing Relay on WE SXS Selector Switches
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Installation Information for TSI-2WA Electronic Pulsing Relay on WE SXS Selector Switches

TYPICAL 'A' RELAY IN SELECTOR

TYPICAL 'A' RELAY IN SELECTOR WITH TSI-2WA IN CIRCUIT

TSI-2WA PIN ASSIGNMENT.
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REISSUE 4/1/84
Installation Procedure for the TSI-2WA Electronic Relay

1) Remove and tag wires from contact springs.

2) Remove contact spring assembly from heelpiece.

3) Remove armature.

4) Remove cover guide stud from heelpiece and place on relay "C".

5) Install TSI-2WA relay on heelpiece using 6-32X3/16" screws provided.

6) Remove negative battery wire from coil terminal 'B' and place on TSI-2WA Pin 7.

7) Strap TSI-2WA Pin 2 to negative battery coil terminal 'B'.

8) Make other connections as shown in block diagram on reverse side under "TSI-2WA".

9) Wires from contact springs 4 and 5 are shown for ZL wiring. For ZM wiring reverse terminations on TSI-2WA pins 4 and 6.

10) Prepared for SD-30976-01-1 ISS 23B ZL wiring.

NOTE: Should your circuit be wired differently or there be any question or additional information needed please call Dale Briggs at 1-800/433-3337.